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You know its serious when you find your name coded in Gematria. This is
incredible stuff from Timothy Ochs II.

So I guess I wasn’t the only one who had picked up on the Qanon/Donnie
Darko connections a while back but this kid takes it to a whole another level,
his name is directly coded into the Theory of Time Travel book and makes my
discoveries look like pre-school level stuff.

Link to his decodes: HERE And also provided below. He did a recent video with
Pryme Minister where he went over some of these decodes. I would suggest
printing them out like I’m about to and go over them yourself. Give Tim a
donation if you can.

timothy the second
@theCincySBKid

donniedarko.ochsco.com for anyone looking for the decode files 
here is the link I made to forward to them in jpg for reposting
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11 See timothy the second’s other Tweets

On a side note, be careful with that “Galactic Federation” stuff that I heard
Pryme Minister mention, especially since I’m even more convinced now than
ever that Q is a legion possessed and controlled entity that operates outside the
confines of space and time just like God himself. But God is communicating
with us here, no matter how strange it may seem. That’s undeniable. This has
less to do with Q than I first thought and seems to be more of a general
message for all. The “answer” appears to be much much more complicated
now. God works in mysterious ways. I’m not surprised that many of the large
Qanon channels shunned and blocked Tim. I’m glad he reached out to me
knowing I would never shun anyone and I have recently turned on Q myself,
so maybe that’s why he reached out. I thank you for that Tim.

You guys know my true feelings on what I think supposed aliens actually are.
Fallen angels masquerading as extraterrestrials. But this is one of the most
incredible discoveries of all time and I am not exaggerating when I say that.
This is literal cross dimensional communication! From a divine source!

I still think Q is legion, and this deception will be great. This discovery of SO
MUCH encoded information was divine in nature and Tim was meant to find
this and find God at the same time. Which I’m glad he did. I certainly don’t
think I have all the answers and these discoveries by Tim simply add more
insight and I think my cautious approach and Veteran status in the Qanon
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craze paired with Tims earth shattering most recent discoveries give good
balance and thorough insight into this whole phenomenon and give you all the
information you could possibly ask for.

And Pryme Minister I think your badass. Don’t take my comment about the
Galactic Federation the wrong way. I just think you need to be careful with that
New Age stuff. That’s all. There are no aliens. Just fallen angels posing as
extraterrestrials. That’s how they look. All decrepit like that since they have
fallen from heaven.

Timothy Ochs II added 25 new photos to the album: the philosophy of time
travel decode. Sep 29

Tims skating website can be found here: http://www.skategameshow.com/?
m=1

Tims Facebook page | Tims original Philosophy Time Travel Decode on
Facebook | Tims Twitter

You know I am not one to ever solicit anything for anyone else & even myself.
But Tim has made this available to everyone contingency free, so suppor him via
his skateshop or via his PayPal with a donation of possible.
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This is another pdf that Tim provided which can help with more insight into
the occult, as well as the few videos I provided at the bottom below the decode.

Here are a couple recent videos I watched that relate to some of these decodes.
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